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Literacy and English 
 

• Reading – 

Our new topic will be based on Scotland. Your reading task this week will be to 

complete the comprehension about Charles Rennie Mackintosh. You will find the 

passage and questions below.  

 

• Writing –  

In our new novel The Infinite, the main character, Elle, has the ability to travel through 

time. Write about a period in time you would like to travel to and include your answers to 

the following questions: 

 

            - Where/when would you travel to? Future/Past? 

            - What would you hope to discover or achieve there? 

            - How would life be different to your life just now? Think about the 5 senses. 

 - What would you need to do/change to ensure you weren’t discovered as a time 

traveller from 2021? 

    

Your writing should be at least 250 words and can take the form of an imaginative story, 

a diary entry or a personal response to the questions. You may wish to include an 

illustration to accompany your writing. 

             

 

• WORKSHEET – Spelling – As part of our Scotland topic we will be looking at words in Scots. 

Using a Scots dictionary, or the internet you need to convert the Scots words into English. 

EXT: Can you write a short paragraph using at least 5 of the Scots words correctly? 

 

 

• ASSIGNMENT - Punctuation/Grammar - Watch these three videos about how to use 

apostrophes and then complete the assignment in Teams. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zcyv4qt 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zx9ydxs 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zr6bxyc/articles/zd7w7p3 

 

 

• Listening/Talking - Research and prepare a presentation (can be a PPT/poster etc) 

about an influential Scottish person. You will work on this over the next couple of weeks 

and share this with the class when we return to school.  

 

 

• WORKSHEET -The Infinite questions - Listen to Mrs Hamilton-Wylie reading our new novel 

The Infinite by Patience Agbabi. This will be uploaded onto Teams at the start of the 

week. Answer the questions on the worksheet using the extracts from the text to provide 

evidence to support your answers. The questions are based on Chapter 1 but there will 

be more chapters for you to listen to later in the week. 

 
 

  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zcyv4qt
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zx9ydxs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zr6bxyc/articles/zd7w7p3
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Numeracy and Maths 
 

• WORKSHEET - Daily Rigour  
Below you will find a copy of this week's Daily Rigour. On Monday 18th we will post a link 

which will talk you through how to answer the questions in order for you to self-assess 

how you did.  

 

• WORKSHEET - A Magical Number Maze  

 

• ALGEBRA   - Watch a video of an introduction to algebra here!  Now complete the 

textbook pages below to start your introduction to algebra. For those who are feeling 

confident with their learning in this area, select the pages numbered 109-110.  

            For those who would like a little more practise, start with p88-90. 

 

• ASSIGNMENT – Converting Units of Measure – Investigate the videos in the link below to 

remind yourself how to convert units of measure and then complete the assignment in 

Teams. 

www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcpnb9q 

 

 

• WORKSHEET - Number of the Day - Select one of the Number of the Day worksheets 

provided and choose a number within the given limits e.g. 51-99 (you will find this in the 

top corner of your worksheet). Using your chosen number, complete the tasks on your 

sheet. You may do this activity more than once, exploring different numbers each time. 

           Blue Sheet = Mild challenge (one star on top left) 

           Green Sheet = Medium challenge (2 stars on top left) 

           Purple Sheet = Hot Challenge (3 stars on top left) 

 
  

Additional Curricular Areas 
 

• Health and Wellbeing –  

Our next Building Resilience topic is Have a Goal. This week, set yourself a goal which will 

help keep your body physically or mentally healthy. This could be doing a new form of 

exercise every day, undertaking some regular mindfulness activities, or getting outside 

every day. Document your goal for this week and how you achieved it on Teams.  

 

• STEM –  

On Hogmanay there was a drone light show from all across Scotland to celebrate the 

ending of the year and to look forward to the new year. It included a poem by Jackie 

Kay, Scotland’s national poet or ‘makar’. Watch here: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xx3Zmkgt2no 

 

Do you recognise any of the places? What do you think about the images that the 

drones make? Do you recognise any Scots words in the poem? What do you think the 

meaning of the poem is? Now do one or both of the following tasks.  

 

Task 1 - Draw a picture with a Scottish landmark and drones above it making an image 

of your choice. Say what it represents to you. 
Task 2 – Design, draw and label a new type of drone. Perhaps it could fight climate 

change, catch criminals, find lost puppies or perhaps all three! 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0OIXIZKfo0
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcpnb9q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xx3Zmkgt2no
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• ART –  

Hopefully, you will have completed the reading 

comprehension and know that Charles Rennie 

Mackintosh was a famous Scottish architect, designer, 

water colourist and artist.  

His individual style was based on a contrast between 

strong right angles and floral – inspired decorative motifs 

with subtle curves.  
 

If possible, we would like you watch the videos below to 

help you create your piece of art inspired by Charles 

Rennie Mackintosh. The videos take you through step-

by-step instructions. Remember you can share your work 

on Teams if you like, we would love to see them!  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P2Nx85POfs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yf6Y_ornfV4  

 
 

• Social Studies – Padlet page 

 We would like you to have a look at the KWL grid on padlet page which you can  access 

by clicking  here.  If you cannot access this online, you can write ideas down on a piece 

of paper or in your Home Learning jotter.  You can find the four questions below:      
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

• WORKSHEET - Social Studies  

Your task using a physical map or Google maps online is to locate the towns and cities in 

the grid below and plot these accurately on the map of Scotland that is attached at the 

end of this document.  

Please fill in the most up to date population for each of these places in the grid below.  

Make sure you keep your map as you will be adding more to it next week.  

 

 

 

 

 

EXTENSION: 

Can you  

order the  

towns and  

cities from  

largest to  

smallest  

based on  

their  

population? 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P2Nx85POfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yf6Y_ornfV4
https://padlet.com/l_nelson145/6i3iouln7uw64nbd
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• French - Getting started on Quizlet and revision 

 

1. Sign up to www.Quizlet.com - a free educational website where you can use and 

create virtual flashcards. If you have your own account you can play games and your 

scores will be saved. We have used Quizlet in the classroom, so you will recognise it.  

2. Search ‘www.quizlet.com/TowerbankFrench’ 

3. Explore the vocabulary sets in TowerbankFrench. Choose one, look through the 

flashcards and try out the matching game or other games. (Numbers, colours, 

animals, foods…) 

4. Make sure you have the flashcards on ‘Full screen’ to hear the French words.  

 

 
 
  

 

Supporting Learning Ideas - Signpost of the Week:  

 
 

➢ The BBC will be providing 3 hours of learning for primary school aged children on the 

CBBC channel every day starting at 9am on Monday 11th January.  
 

➢ Some outdoor learning ideas: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

http://www.quizlet.com/
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Scots Words 

Write down the translations of the following Scots words. Some of them you may know already but 

some you might have to look up in the Dictionary of the Scots language at www.scots-online.org. 

Scots English 

muckle 

 

 

tottie 

 

 

quine 

 

 

shoogle 

 

 

crabbit 

 

 

dreich 

 

 

ben 

 

 

glaikit 

 

 

craitur 

 

 

bide 

 

 

spier 

 

 

sleekit 

 

 

cuddie 

 

 

rammy 

 

 

een 

 

 

boaked 

 

 

shooder 

 

 

mind 

 

 

hackit 

 

 

baith 

 

 

EXT: Can you write a short paragraph using at least 5 of these Scots words correctly? 
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The Infinite Questions 

 EXTRACT 1: CULTURE AND HERITAGE 

(Taken from Chapter 01:00 – ELLE) 

 When she comes through the flat door, even though she’s out of breath from walking up the stairs, Grandma sings 

“Elle Bíbi-Imbelé!” and looks at me with her what-big-eyes. Most people just call me Elle. My full name is Elle Bíbi-

Imbelé Ifíè. I write it with accents so people say it properly but they still get it wrong. Ifíè means time in Izon, which is a 

Nigerian language. Bíbi-Imbelé means mouth-sweet, as in sweet-talking. I like having time as one of my names and I 

like sweet-talking, except when I’m tongue-tied, and I love Elle because it’s a palindrome like Hannah. It reads the same 

backwards and forwards. Before she died, Mum called me Elle after the fashion magazine. Grandma says Mum died 

before I was born. But that doesn’t make sense, does it? Grandma says Mum was in a coma after the car crash, so it 

was like she was dead. Maybe that’s what she means. After Mum died, my dad went back to Nigeria and married 

someone else. I don’t miss my mum or dad because I don’t remember them. Grandma’s like a mum to me. She’s very 

short for a grown-up. 

a) What is so significant about Elle’s name? How does her name represent elements of her character? 

b) What do the terms ‘culture’ and ‘heritage’ mean? What do we learn about Elle’s culture and heritage in the 

extract? 

c) What does Elle learn from her Grandma’s past and her experiences? How would you describe their relationship? 

d) How has your culture and heritage shaped your identity? i.e. made you, you! 

e) Why is it important to respect and celebrate different cultures and identities? How can we do this? 

   

EXTRACT 2:  BEING DIFFERENT 

(Taken from Chapter 01:00 – ELLE) 

 Big Ben’s favourite car is a Lamborghini Asterion, which goes from 0 to 60 in three seconds, but his ambition is to time 

its acceleration down to a nanosecond. That’s a billionth of a second. His uncle’s a second-hand-car dealer. Last year 

he told Big Ben he’d teach him to drive when he was tall enough. He didn’t expect that Ben would grow 6 inches that 

year. Now Big Ben can drive better than his uncle, even though he’s exactly the same age as me and it’s illegal to drive 

a car until you’re 17. Everyone thinks he’s my boyfriend but he’s not. I hang out with him because he’s clever and kind 

and times me when I’m running. He says I’m the best sprinter in athletics club because I’m faster than boys the same 

age. Once I was crying at school because Pete LMS kept repeating everything I said in a silly voice so the teacher gave 

him detention. Big Ben gave me one of his socks straight off his foot. It was dark grey, at least a size 10 and smelled of 

cheese. I hid it in my bag because people might make more fun of me but it made me feel much happier. Big Ben 

doesn’t care what people think. He’d never give me perfume or flowers just because I’m a girl. He says “Am I your 

boyfriend?” 100 times a day. 

a) What makes Big Ben different to other kids his age? What are his talents? Which situations does he find difficult? 

b) What about Elle? What are her strengths? What situations does she find tricky to cope with? Give examples. 

c) What do Elle and Big Ben have in common? What makes them such good friends? Which other characters are 

‘different’? 

d) What challenges might students with additional support needs face in a school environment? Give examples. 

e) Why do you think Pete LMS is nasty to Elle? How can we respect and support each other in our differences? 

 

 



Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Charles Rennie Mackintosh was an influential Scottish watercolourist, designer 
and architect. His beautiful metalwork, textiles and stained glass are still admired 
all over the world. 2018 marks 150 years since the day he was born.

Mackintosh was born on 7th June 1868, in Townhead, Glasgow. He was the 
fourth child of Margaret Rennie and William Mackintosh. From a young age, 
Mackintosh had a natural flair for drawing and design. 

At around the age of 15, Mackintosh enrolled at Glasgow School of Art. A year 
later, he became an apprentice architect for John Hutchison in Glasgow. His 
talent grew and he quickly began to win prizes for his unique pieces of work. In 
1890 Mackintosh won the ‘Alexander Thomson Travelling Studentship’. With his 
£60 prize money, he embarked on a tour of Italy to study classical architecture.  
The trip had a profound influence on his style. 

During his time at Glasgow School of Art, Mackintosh met three friends. The group 
became known as ‘The Four’. They were Mackintosh, James Herbert McNair, and 
sisters; Margaret and Frances Macdonald. They produced new art and designs 
and formed the ‘Glasgow Style’. They were also referred to as the Spook School 
because many Glaswegians thought their work looked like distorted figures.  

In 1899, McNair and Frances Macdonald married. Mackintosh married Margaret 
Macdonald the following year. Mackintosh and Margaret worked together on 
many projects, the most famous being the Cranston tearooms.

Glasgow woman, Miss Catherine Cranston, 
asked Mackintosh and his wife, to design one 
of her famous tearooms. When it opened in 
1903, it was the place to frequent. The Willow 
Tearooms was the only tearoom with both its 
interior and exterior designed by Mackintosh. 
Diners could sit on Mackintosh’s stylish high 
back chairs, surrounded by his iconic works 
of art and Art Nouveau light fittings. The 
original Mackintosh-designed tearooms are 
currently being restored in time for the 150th 
anniversary of Mackintosh's birth. 

Page 1 of 2 visit twinkl.scot



Charles Rennie Mackintosh

What is Art Nouveau?
Art Nouveau is a decorative style of art that 
was popular between 1890-1910. It was 
inspired by the curved lines of plants and 
flowers. Mackintosh’s delicate ‘Glasgow Rose’ 
design is still used on fabric, stained glass, 
furniture and jewellery.

Mackintosh’s Legacy
Although Mackintosh died in 1928, his work is still celebrated in Glasgow today. 
Art lovers visit the city to admire and celebrate his work, from iconic pieces 
of furniture in museums to architectural masterpieces such as Mackintosh’s 
greatest architectural achievement, Glasgow School of Art. 

His distinctive designs were used when the school was rebuilt in 1896. 

In May 2014, part of the building was destroyed by a fire. A project to restore 
it quickly began and it was due to be completed in 2018.  Tragically, just over a 
week after what would have been Mackintosh’ 150th birthday, Glasgow School 
of Art was engulfed by another fire.  This time, the Mackintosh masterpiece was 
extensively damaged. 

Page 2 of 2 visit twinkl.scot



Questions
1. Which of these art mediums did Charles Rennie Mackintosh not specialise in? Tick one. 

   Drawing     Painting     Sculpting     Architecture

2. Find the word in the text that means ‘respected’? 

 

3. Why were ‘The Four’ also referred to as the ‘Spook School’? 

 

4. Which phrase demonstrates that Charles was artistic from a young age? 

 

5. Draw a line to match the date with the event

 
 

 

1903 Mackintosh marries Margaret MacDonald.

1928 The Willow Tearooms open.        

1896 Mackintosh dies at the age of 60.

1900 Glasgow School of Art was rebuilt with Mackintosh’s designs.

1890 Charles travels to Italy to study classical architecture.

6. What do you think was an important event in Mackintosh’s life? Explain your answer. 

  

 

7. Find two words that describe Mackintosh’s artistic style. 

                                                                                                                                          

8. Why are the Willow Tearooms described as unique?  

 

9. State two facts which provide evidence that Charles Rennie Mackintosh is a significant 
individual today? 

 

Charles Rennie Mackintosh 

visit twinkl.scot



People baffled as Easter eggs go on sale in shops just days after Christmas

The Daily Rigour

Your free weekly numeracy newspaper!

Sun 3rd January 2021 Issue No. 229

At 9am in Glasgow the temperature is 
forecast to be -1ºC. At the same time 
in Dubai, it will be 23ºC.

New motorway cameras could 
fine drivers £100 for tailgating

We don’t know about you, but after the year we’ve all had if 
ever an Easter egg was needed in January it would be now!

New motorway 
cameras could be 
used to dish out 
£100 fines for 
people that are 
tailgating in a bid 
to reduce the number of fatal crashes.

Today’s Weather Forecast

EuroMillions: Jackpot of more than £39m won by UK ticket holder

A UK ticket holder has started the new year by 
winning the EuroMillions jackpot of nearly £40 million.

It's only been a matter of days since Christmas but it 
seems it's already time to start looking ahead to the 
future as supermarkets begin to stock their shelves with 
Easter eggs!

This is despite the fact that Easter Sunday is not until the 
4th of April! From the date of this newspaper, how many days is it until Easter Sunday?

Tailgating is when one driver follows another 
driver within a distance that makes it 
impossible to stop if the vehicle ahead stops 
suddenly.

So how far back should you be? If you can 
judge distances, a good rule of thumb is to 
leave a stopping distance of 5 metres per 
6 m.p.h. How much of a stopping distance should 
you leave if you are travelling at;

You can roughly count this by saying ‘one 
thousand and one, two thousand and two’, or 
‘only a fool breaks the two-second rule’ 
at a normal speaking speed.

**ACTIVE LEARNING TASK**

(c)   Get someone to use a stopwatch to time  
you saying the phrase above. How close to   

two seconds does it take you???

Another way to ensure you leave an appropriate 
stopping distance is the “two second” rule. This 
means that the front of your vehicle should be 
two seconds behind the back of the vehicle in 
front.

(a)  60 miles per hour? (b)  15 miles per hour?

One ticket matched all five regular numbers and two 
lucky stars in the draw on Friday night to win the 
thirty nine million, seven hundred and seventy four 
thousand four hundred and sixty six pounds and 
forty pence prize.

(a)   Write the amount won as a number.

(b)   Can you work out the winning numbers and lucky stars?

Did you know??? The most popular number in Euromillions is 50, followed by 
44, 19, 4 and 30 and the most common lucky star numbers have been 8 and 3.

4² 2 × 1st

number
3 × 1st

number10 + 9 × 2 -44 + 88 ¼ + ¾ 108 ÷ 12

What is the difference between 
these two temperatures? 

BUSINESS

TRANSPORT

UK
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A Magical Number Maze 

 

The rows, columns and main diagonals of a 1 - 9 magic square add to the same 

number, 15. 

This magic square has had doors, with operations written in them, opened to make it 

into a maze. 

 

Start wherever you like and go through every cell using all the numbers, doing the 

operation indicated to the numbers, and go out through the exit marked in cell 8 with 

a total of 15! 

You must use the operations and numbers strictly in the order you meet them. For 

example, if you try starting at 4 and go across the top row you must do it like this: 

4×9=36 

36−2=34 

NOT like this: 

4×(9−2)=4×7=28 

 

Extension: Create your own magical number maze for your classmates to solve! 
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Map of Scotland 


